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SUMMARY
An experimental investigation of several airplane configurations was
performed at a Mach number of 3.0 in a continuous flow tunnel at the Lewis
laboratory. The configurations, considered conventional, had circular
fuselage cross sections and a sweptback wing. One design incorporated
two nacelles; the other had two side inlets located under the wing. A
concept of interference cuts on the fuselage was also investigated for
both designs.
The experimental results indicated no effect of the interference cuts
in improving a maximum lift-drag ratio of 5.6 for the basic wing-body
combination. This ratio was reduced to 5.1 when nacelles were added but
was unaffected for the side-inlet configuration. Beneficial results were
obtained with the side-inlet configuration in that Mach number reductions
were realized at the inlet face on the order of two-dhensional compression
based on positive angles of
As flight Mach numbers
attack.
13WIRODUCTION
increase, the airplane-performancerewards
for integrating the powerplant with the airfr-&e al~o increase as illus-
trated analytically in reference 1. A Lewis program for stud@ng airframe-
engine arrangements also includes experimental investigations of which the
results of this report are a part. The emphasis in these experimental
studies is on the engine installation and, in particular, on a study of
the interactions between the engine and airframe with the object of deter-
mining favorable interference effects. The information presented in this
report includes the external aerodynamics of the airframe also the effects
of engine location and a survey of the flow field at the engine inlet.
.
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The airplanes for this investigationwere to represent initially
manned interceptors of about 25,000 pounds gross weight, using hydrocarbon
fuels, and designed for a Mach nuniberof 3.5. This concept influenced the
choice of wing shape and the ratio of fuselage to wing size. The power-
plant was assumed to be a lightweight engine with a high airflow over the
Mach nuniberrange and might be an air turborocket as described in refer-
ence 2 or a very low compressor-pressure-ratioturbo$et. A lightweight
engine permits powerplant location further from the center of gravity
than is possible with a heavy engine.
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present tests were made at a nominal
numbers which varied from 3.6x106 to
SYMBOLS
Mach nuniberof 3.0 and at
9.9x106 based on body length.
following synibolsme used in this report:
—
axial force
span
drag coefficient, D/~+ ~
drag coefficient at zero lift
lift coefficient, IJq&
lift curve slope measured at
pitchi~-moment coefficient,
zero lift
yawing-moment coefficient referred to 50-percent m.a.c.> W/~Swb
side-force coefficient, y/q#w
increment in axial-force coefficient
increment in axial-force coefficient due to internal-duct friction
incremental correction in axial-force coefficient due to inlet
location
referred to 50-percent m.a.c.
drag
hydraulic dismeter, in.
thrust function, pS(l +y#)
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x
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local duct friction coefficient
mean apparent duct
lift
lift-drag ratio
friction coefficient
engine length,
body length
Mach nuniber
in.
pitthing moment
mean aerodynamic
yawing moment
static pressure,
chord of wing
2b/sq in. abs
dynamic pressure, ~ PM2, lb[sq in. abs
local body radius
maximum body radius
area
fuselage frontal area
wing area, including portion submerged in fuselage
wing thickness to chord ratio
body longitudinal coordinate
side force
fuselage volume, cu in.
angle of attack, deg
angle of sideslip, deg
ratio of specific heats~ 1.4
angular change of inlet flow due to airplane interference
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..
x angle of exhaust with respect to free-stream direction in plan
view
@ momentum, f* (P - P())= + J Tph? dsA
Subscripts:
e exit
fr friction
in inlet
.
max maximum
o zero lift
tu turning
w wing
o free stream
Superscript:
+ referred to Mach number of 1.0
APPARATUS
Wind Tunnel
The investigation was conducted in the Lewis laboratory 1- by l-foot
block tunnel at a nominal Mach nuniberof 3.0. The tunnel-inlet total
pressure can be varied between 10 and 54 pounds per square inch absolute.
Tunnel-inlet total temperature was maintained near 1000 F, and the specific
humidity was maintained sufficiently low to make condensation effects
negligible.
The model was supported
Model Support
from a sting attached to a strut. The sting
could be pivoted about the leading edge of the strut, and the strut could
be translated into or out of the tunnel so that the model couldbe kept
at the center of the tunnel at angles of attack up to 12°. The mechanism
was arranged so that the model pitched in the horizontal plane.
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the balance temperature.
there were no tare loads
5
Since the angle-of-attack plane was horizontal,
due to model weight. Strain-gage readings were
made with a self-balancingpotentiometer.
on
by
and
the
The
the
Models
The models, shown in figures 1 and 2, had identical wing locations
the fuselage. The fore and aft thirds of the fuselage were determined
the equation for the Sesrs-Haack body:
k ‘t -+)3/2
the center third was cylindrical.
The basic fuselage shape was modified in an attempt to incorporate
favorable interference effects described in detail in reference 3.
interference cuts were bounded by Mach lines In a vertical plane from
wing leading edge or trailing edge. The angle of the interference
pbne was 3° to the vertical plane through the fuselage centerline. The
fore interference cut was intended to generate a favorable lift interfer-
ence on the wing. The sft interference cut was intended to generate a
drag reduction on the fuselage. These cuts also effectively increased
the fineness ratio of the fuselage fore- and afterbodies. The internal
engine flow that would exist in a real airplane was simulated by constant
area straight-through ducts having the correct external shape from a drag
standpoint. The duct internal friction was subtracted from the model
forces. The configurations were tested without tail surfaces.
Also shown on figures 1 and 2 are pertinent model sreas and dimen-
sions and a further explanation of the interference cuts on the fuselage.
The full circulsr fuselage is not shown.
Instrumentation
Two types of runs - force and pressure - were made; the instrumenta-
tion differed for each type. The tunnel-inlet conditions of total tern.
perature and pressure, test-section static pressure, and humidity were
measured for all runs. For the force tests the instrumentation consisted
of the strain gage, static-pressure measurements at the model base area>
and static-pressuremeasurements in the internal flow at the engine
etiaust.
For the pressure run the instrumentation consisted of rakes of pitot
and static tubes located in the plane of the engine inlet.
6The following procedure
PROCEDURE
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Test Procedure
was used for running the force tests. The
installed strain-gage balance was calibrated in the wind tunnel. This
procedure permitted calibration of the strut-sting strain-gage angulm?
deflection as well as the prm and interaction characteristics of the
strain gage as a function of the applied loads and moments. Before taking
data, the tunnel was run to cool the model and strain gage to the steady-
state operating temperature. The tunnel was then shut down but held at
vacuum, and the potentiometer strain-gage readings were set at zero while
the ,temperatureremained constant. The tunnel was then restarted. Read-
ings were taken at 2° increments at nominal angles of attack from 0° to
QAo . At the lower angles of attack, the tunnel total pressure was main-
tained as high as the strain-gage-balancedesign loads permitted. As the
angle of’attack was increased, the tunnel pressure had to be decreased
accordingly. This procedure resulted in lower free-stream Reynolds num-
bers at the higher angles of attack as indicated in all the figures.
The pressure runs were made at the same conditions as the force runs
on an alternate sting which had no strain-gage installation.
—
Data Reduction
The true values of normal and axial force, moments, and a@es of
attack were determined from the calibrations and indi@ed rea~Ws~ me
corrections to be discussed later were then applied to the measured axial
forces. The axial and the normal forces were then converted to lift and
drag by the usual relations.
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Base-pressure correction. - The axial force was corrected to that
force which would have been measured had the base pressure been anibfent.
.—
Estimation of correction for engine internal friction force. - lt
was desired in the present studies to eliminate the engine internal fric-
tion force associated with the constant srea, straight-throughpassages.
A static- and total-pressure survey was made at the engine entrance, and
a static pressure was measured at the engine exit. With this information
it was pos6ible to estimate the engine internal friction force using the
method and information of references 4 and 5 and, in particular, table
4.26 of reference 4. This method assumes one-dimensional adiabatic fric-
tional flow through a constant area duct.
..
me axial friction force coefficient On the inside Of the dUCt isJ
using symboM of reference 5> as follows:
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% J- ‘in
()
Fe/F*
‘A,fr =
: pO#& = ~ p&&
(Fin -Fe) =1
#
1-
F~*
2 ~ Osw
(1)
(2)
and ~ is known. The terms pi~po and ~n were determinedly rake
measurements, and Si~~ was a known model characteristic. l?rom ~n
the parameters (F/F*)in “and ~/p*)in were determined by reference 4.
The conditions at the exit were determined from
where (pe/po) was determined experimentally from
As a correlating
defined as
parameter, a mean apparent
a
(3)
rake.
friction coefficient,
may also be obtatned (using
CAL=
D
ref. 4) from the expression
where & is the engine length.
For the model with nacelles, the static pressure
haust could not be satisfactorily measured because of
at the engine ex-
reflected shock
waves from the inlet. In this case, the internal friction force was esti-
mated using a mean apparent friction factor of 0.00IS that was chosen from
the data for the side-inlet model. The tables of reference 4 were used in
this case also.
Estimation of correction for engine internal flow turning. - A cor-
rection for engine internal flow turning is reqtired in the circumstances
shown in the following sketches:
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Schematic plan view of model
A correction must be made if, in the plan view of the airplane, the etiaust
would be in the stream direction; but in the model the air taken in at the -
inlet was efiausted in a direction other than the stream direction. In
the airplane, there is no axial force because of the turning or offset.
The correction, approximately, “s—
‘in - @e Cos ?b
‘A,tu = M%
was generally very small.
Estimation of correction for engine-inletmomentum. - The conventional
definition of thrust is EM follows: —
where
The conventional airplane drag must then be modified by an inlet-location
force given by Fe = @O - @i cos e if the inlet were subjected to inter-
ference from the airframe. This concept was developed and evaluated in
detail in reference 1. Such an inlet-locationcorrection was applied to
9
the present configurations to make comparisons between the configurations
as equitable as possible (see following sketch). l ..
.
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The correction was calculated
Qo - @in Cos ,&
%%
b
as follows:
A
[i
J& 1 + O.zMg Cos & -
‘o 1 + o.2M:n
9
In this equation ~ iS knom; Pi~PO and ~n are determined by rake
measurements, and SiJ~ iS a
In the case of the present
The conibinedcorrection of
internal friction” is approximately equivalent to the calculated dMference
in momentum between the model-engine duct exit and the free stream.
known model characteristic.
models, this correction was also small.
“inlet-locationforce” and “engine-duct
RXSIJIIl%AND DISCUSSION
The results are presented as angle of attack, drag coefficient, and
moment coefficient about the 50-percent-wingmean aerodynamic chord as a
function of lift coefficient. AWO presented are Mft-drag ratios and
local Mach numbers at the engine inlet as a function of angle of attack.
Side-force and yawing-moment coefficients about the 50-percent-wing mean
aerodynamic chord at zero angle of attack are presented as a function of
angle of sideslip. These data sre presented for the configuration with
and without both the engines and fuselage interference cuts at a Mach
number of 2.97. The results of all configurations are sunmmrized in
table I.
10
Configuration with Nacelles
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No interference cuts. - Figure 3 presents the longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of the body-wing configurationwith the full round fuse-
lage. Although the configuration had the wing mounted high on the fuse-
lage, the lift-curve slope (fig. 3(a)) was essentially the same at plus
and minus angles of attack, and the drag polar (fig. 3(b)) was essentially
symmetrical. The lift-curve slope for the configurationbased on wing
area was 0.026 as compared with the two-dimensional flat late value of
0.025. TThe slope of the pitching-moment curve (fig. 3(c) , although non-
linear, indicates that the neutral point was ahead of the 0.5 mean aero-
dynamic chord of the wing. Figure 3(d) presents the configuration lift-
drag ratio. The maximum Lift-drag ratio, about 5.6, was the same at plus
and minus angles of attack.
Figure 4 presents the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics for
the configuration with nacelle engines. The W% at zero angle of attack,
the lift-curve slope at positive angles of.attack, and the level of the
drag coefficient were increased because of the addition of the nacelles.
The maximum lift-drag ratio decreased from 5.6 without nacelles to 5.1 and
5.2 at plus and minus angles of attack, respectively.
Figure 5 presents directional aerodynsnic characteristics of the con-
figuration with nacelles as a function of the sideslip angle. The con-
figuration was directionally unstable about the 0.5 mean aerodynamic chord
of the wing. By assuming a vertical tail with the same ~ as the wing
B
c& and a tail moment arm of one wing span, a vertical taii area of 23
—
percent of the wing area would be required to produce neutral directional
stability. The drag of the vertical tail-obviously would reduce the
lift-drag ratios shown in figure 3(d).
With interference cuts. - Figure 6 presents the longitudinal aero-
dynamic characteristics of the same body-wing combination previously dis-
cussed but with body interference cuts. The test results show that the
interference cuts adversely affected the lift-curve slope, drag at zero
lift, and the lift-drag ratio.
.
—
.
*
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Figure 7 presents the longitudinal characteristicsof the%ody-wing-
engine conibinationwith interference cuts. The effect of the cuts was to
reduce the magnitude of the maximm lift-drag ratio from 5.1 to 5.0 at
positive angles of attack and from 5.2 to 4.9 at negative angles of attack.
.—
Configuration with Side Inlets
No interference cuts. - It maybe considered that the body-wing com-
bination of the previous models is also the body-wing combination for the
.
.
-.
l
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configuration with side inlets. The longitudinal characteristics of the
configuration with side inlets, then, are presented in figure 8. A com-
parison of figure 3 with figure 8 shows that the maximum lift-drag ratio
was essentially unaffected by the addition of the engines, inasmuch as
both CD,O and C% were increased.
With interference cuts. - Figure 9 presents the longitudinal charac-
teristics of the side-inlet configuration with interference cuts on the
fore part of the fuselage. The maximum lift-drag ratio was again about
5.6 and occurred at about a 4.6° angle of attack; however, at negative
angles the maximum lift-drag ratio decreased from 5.5 to 5.3. In a com-
parison of the configuration with side inlets and the nacelle configura-
tion, the placing of the engines in the tuselage will reduce the avaibble
storage volume.
Figure 10 presents the Mach nuuibersat the engine inlet. At zero
angle of attack the average Wch nuniberat the engine inlet was at free
stream although the Mach number at the bottom of the inlet was about 0.14
lower than at the top. The bottom of the inlet felt the compression from
the wing leading edge while the top of the inlet was iufluencedby the
wing profile which produced some expansion. This local Mach nunibervsri-
ation held for all the angles of attack investigated. At a 4.4° angle of
attack, which was about the condition of msximsanlift-drag ratio, the
average Mach number ahead of the inlet was about 0.17 below free stream.
The reduction in Mach number for two--nsional flow (due to angle of
attack alone) at a 4.4° angle of attack was 0.15. The remaining fQures
show that the Mach nmiber at the inlet decreased for further increases in
angle of attack and increased as expected at negative angles of attack.
Figure 11 presents the directional characteristics of the configura-
tion with side inlets at zero angle of attack. Although also unstable
about the wing 0.5 m.a.c., this configuration was less unstable than the
configuration with nacelles (fig. 5).
SUMMARY a? REsunrs
The results indicated by the Mach 3.0 experimental conclusions sre
summarized as follows:
1. The highest lift-drag ratio in the present tests was 5.6 for a
configuration with side inlets.
2. Interference cuts on the fuselsge of the present design were in-
effective in improving the configuration maximum lift-drag ratio.
.tii-
“1 ‘*
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3. The addition of nacelles at approximately one-half of the wing
semispan reduced the maximum lift-drag ratio of the configurationwith-
out interference cuts from 5.6 to 5.1.
4. Mach number reductions on the order of two-dimensional values were
obtained at the inlets of the side-inlet configuration.
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Cleveland, Ohio, December 3, 1957
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